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Topic Link between Value and Topic Value References in Bible, EGW or Other

Geometric  Figures Geometric shapes and figures represented by things around us Appropriate Dress Revelations 21:2; 1 Timothy 6:11
make our surroundings beautiful, so should our clothing Robe of righteousness
represent the beauty of  Christianity.

Symmetry When a shape is folded into two and the parts match, the shape Christian behavior 1 Corinthians 6:20
has symmetry.  Our behavior should show symmetry with
Christ’s behavior while He was here on earth.

Units of There are standard units of measurement so the 10 command- The Law of God Revelation 14:12
measurement ments measure a Christian’s thoughts and actions.

Measuring time As time is studied, discuss the nearness of Jesus’ Second coming. Second Coming Matt. 24:30, 31; Rev. 22:7, 12, 20

Measurements As God was accurate in His universe creation project so we Excellence Exodus 39:  42, 43
must be accurate for our projects.

Percentages As percentage is only part of the entire amount so only a part Obedience Joshua 24:15
of the world will be ready to meet Jesus.  We can choose.

Prime numbers As prime numbers are uniquely individual so is each person in Self-worth Psalm 139:14
God’s creation.

Fractions As the fraction gets smaller, the denominator gets larger so as Unselfish Malachi 3:10
we share our blessings, they get bigger.

Triangles As triangles have 3 sides to make 1 object so the Trinity has 3 Trinity Matt. 28:19; Gen. 1:26
sides and makes 1 God.

Symbols As symbols are representations of something else so Christians Christian Behavior 1 Cor. 3:9
represent God’s kingdom.
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Help the student identify virtues and adopt values by showing links between the subject area and virtues.
The teacher may consider the REBIRTH chart of virtues (see Appendix C) to help select values that may have links to this subject.
See  examples below.  See Appendix A for a blank form for the teacher to duplicate.


